Located in LYON in FRANCE, EIC has no geographical boundaries and distributes thousands of tons both in France and abroad.

Its highly experienced team has over 20 years of experience in the packaging and industrial films market, representing the best producers of polyethylene films or other materials whether for lamination, printing, stretch, pre-stretched or shrinkable, covers, hoods, bags, pallet covers, film manufactured from virgin or recycled material. Neutral or printed adhesive tape, stainless steel/PP/PET/steel strapping, cardboard dividers, void fill, paper bags, packaging accessories, labels and the automatic layering machines complete the range.

Advantages for customers:
Have access to the best prices and qualities, directly from the best producers of film worldwide. Customers enjoy complimentary and personalised support and advice on new polymers for significant savings.

You can choose:
• To be invoiced directly by the presented suppliers without any intermediary.
• Or to be invoiced with a very limited margin by the EIC Agency who will bring together the selected suppliers with complete transparency on the chosen supplier.

This will bring continuity in relation to the products supplied, always from the same producers.

Advantages for the producers:
To avail of direct contact with the distributors and large industrialists depending on the markets via highly experienced EIC agents who are familiar with customer requirements.

Save on trading costs in order to be competitive.

Direct factory packaging, invoiced by the manufacturer.
No intermediary and no margin.
“Cut out the middleman”.

Emballage Industrie Concept is a unique and innovative sales office concept, direct from the factory, invoiced by the factory with no margin and no intermediary.
STRETCH FILM, PRE-STRETCHABLE, PRE-STRETCHED IN LLDPE
› Width 50mm to 2000mm
› Thickness 6µ to 80µ
› Pre-stretched versions to pre-stretchable versions 400%
› Neutral, coloured, UV, printed, macroperforated, slippery
› All Ø cores and rolls.

COVERS PE SHRINKABLE OR NOT
› Shrinkable or not PE covers pre-cut or bulk rolls
› Neutral, tinted, opaque, printed, UV, anti-adhesive...
› All dimensions » Possibility of gusset joints

HOODS SHRINKABLE PE
› Hood rolls of 50 to 800kg
› Hoods all dimensions, coverpal or small roll type
› Neutral, tinted, opaque, printed, UV, anti-adhesive...

COVERS-HOODS COLD- STRETCHABLE IN PE
› Hoods all dimensions » Neutral, tinted, opaque, printed, UV...

PALLETS COVERS TOP SHEETS & COVER FILM PE, BIO...
COVERS/SHEETS
› Presentation in precut rolls, boxes or bundles
› From 12µ, flat or double fold, coloured, printed...

COVER FILM
› The film is presented in rolls of 35 to 100kg, the cover is automatically formed by the machine
› All widths with or without anti-static, UV resistant, coloured, printed...

BUNDLING SHRINK-WRAPPING OR PROTECTION FILM IN LDPE/MDPE/HOPE
Used in packaging, product batches or even individual units.
› Mono-oriented or bi-oriented slippery or non-slippery.
› Optionally, they can be tinted, opaque, micro and macro-perforated, antistatic, anti-sticky, printed, metallocene...

PROTECTIVE FILMS & BUILDING-TARP FILMS PE
Used in industry and building often from recycled materials, notably for painters, facade specialists, stone masons, protection of all products...
› Optionally, they may be painted, opaque, anti-UV, micro or macro-perforated, slippery or not, antistatic or printed.

SHRINKABLE FILMS POLYOLEFINE
› Thickness: from 12.5µ to 23.5µ
› Flat or double folded
› With or without micro-perforation

BAGS PE, PP, BIO, PAPER
Inner protection for box, pallet or container, packaging of articles
› With or without gussets from 10µ
› with valves, open top...
› Can be tinted, opaque, UV resistant, micro or macro-perforated, antistatic, EVA, printed, slippery or not...

COEXTRUDED FILMS AND HOODS FOR PRINTING AND LAMINATING IN PE, METALOCENE, CPP

PROTECTION/PACKAGING/LABEL ADHESIVE PRINTED OR NOT
› PP, PVC, PET... acrylics, Hot Melt, Solvent
› From 19mm
› All widths, lengths and colours, machine and manual
› Printed up to 5 colours

STRAPPING-BANDING-SEAL-TENSIONER
› Stainless steel 304 from 10/13/16/20mm, thickness 0.4/0.7mm,
› PET from 12 to 19mm, thickness from 0.6 to 1mm
› PP from 5 to 12mm, thickness from 0.40 to 0.90mm
› Textile from 13 to 19mm